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Essay



Soviet Union around 1930: 
The original shows on the
right Nikolai Yezhov, chief
Soviet secret police, next to
Joseph Stalin.





«Photography is truth. The cinema is
truth twenty-four times per second»
JEAN-LUC GODARD, 1960. 



https://asiafoundation.org/publication/mobile-phones-internet-use-cambodia-2016/

VIDEO RECEPTION IN CAMBODIA



h"ps://asiafounda.on.org/publica.on/mobile-phones-internet-use-cambodia-2016/

VIDEO RECEPTION IN CAMBODIA

29.7%
Videos



Nayirah Kuwaiti Girl Testimony, 1991
Congressional Human Rights Caucus

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tom_Lantos_Human_Rights_Commission


Atrocity propaganda: Photographs, Videos, Illustrations, Interviews

»Not bombs nor bread, but words, pictures, songs, 
parades, and many similar devices are the typical means of
making propaganda. [...] Every war must appear to be a 
war of defense against a menacing, murderous aggressor. 
There must be no ambiguity about who the public is to
hate.»

Harold Lasswell



Front Page Picture Obama, 2010



Varoufakis – Böhmermann, 2015



«Information is evaluated based not on conformity to
common standards of evidence or correspondence to a 
common understanding of the world, but on whether it
supports the tribe’s values and goals and is vouchsafed
by tribal leaders. “Good for our side” and “true” begin to
blur into one.»

Roberts, David: Donald Trump and the rise of tribal epistemology,
https://www.vox.com/policy-and-politics/2017/3/22/14762030/donald-trump-tribal-epistemology (2017).











«Cognitive Dissonance» 
coined by Leon Festinger in the 1950s

- counter to our worldview, it generates a cognitive dissonance: 
reality proves itself incompatible with our idea of it. 

- since the state of cognitive dissonance is so disagreeable, 
people try to avoid it

- confirmation bias!
- > perceiving and taking seriously only such information that

matches your worldview, while disregarding or squarely
denying any other information.



WHAT DOES THE ISSUE OF
«FAKE NEWS» MEAN FOR
SCIENTIFIC KNOWLEDGE 
OR SCIENTIFIC DATA?





...BEFORE CAMBRIDGE ANALYTICA...











https://www.nytimes.com/i
nteractive/2017/12/21/worl
d/asia/how-the-rohingya-
escaped.html

https://www.washingtonpost.
com/graphics/2017/national/
puerto-rico-life-without-
power/?noredirect=on&utm_
term=.80d82709dee9

https://www.nytimes.com/int
eractive/2015/10/27/world/g
reenland-is-melting-
away.html?mtrref=www.worl
dpressphoto.org

hDps://takiedela.ru/
homeless/en/

hDps://www.nyFmes.c
om/video/us/1000000
05473328/las-vegas-
shooFng-Fmeline-12-
bursts.html

hDp://marcellison.c
om/graphicmemorie
s/














